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circumstantial, fails to persuade me that Dow has met its burden to prove a design by Organik

Kimya to deliberately destroy data on Dr. Nene’s laptop and external storage devices.

Nevertheless, I find sufficient evidence to sustain a finding that Organik Kimya, in the person of

Mr. Kaslowski, and Organik Kimya generally, had the ability to control Dr. Nene and failed to

act in a responsible manner to preserve Dr. Nene’s devices and data. Hence, while there is not

enough evidence to sustain a finding of bad faith with regard to Dr. Nene on the part of Organik

Kimya, I find Organik Kimya reckless in its disregard of its duty to preserve Dr. Nene’s

evidence.

3. Relevancy and Prejudice

a. Perez Laptop

Having found heretofore that the spoliation of evidence on the Perez company-issued

laptop was undertaken in bad faith, prejudice and relevancy are presumed. Organik Kimya made

no attempt to rebut this presumption in its response to Dow’s present motion for default and

other sanctions. Organik Kimya neither offered nor introduced evidence that would show that

the spoliated evidence was not prejudicial or not relevant. Accordingly, I find the spoliated

evidence on the Perez laptop to have been relevant to Dow’s allegation of trade secret

misappropriation and its destruction prejudicial to Dow’s ability to prosecute same.

Even assuming arguendo that the presumption did not apply, Dow needed only to “come

forward with plausible, concrete suggestions as to what [the destroyed] evidence might have

been.” Micron Tech., Ina, 645 F.3d at 1328. Here, even in light of the proficiency in which

Organik Kimya destroyed evidence, Stroz Friedberg was able to recover information that meets

this standard.

With regard to Dr. Perez, Stroz Friedberg was able to compile infomiation from the Jump

Lists, Link Files, Registry, and Internet History records it forensically recovered from the Perez
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laptop and compared the lists of files that had been accessed to what was present on the hard

drive when Dr. Perez’s laptop was presented for inspection. (Memo, Ex. 15 at 1]26.) Such a

comparison revealed dozens of files that had been stored and accessed on the computer (both

“C” and “D” drive) that were subsequently wiped from the computer. (Id) The evidence shows,

however, that given the multiple destruction efforts undertaken on Dr. Perez’s laptop “it is likely

that there are many more deleted files that will never be identified.” (Id.) Because Organik

Kimya wiped the files from the computer, it is impossible to assess their relevance beyond

reviewing the file names and folder paths forensically recovered. (Id) The evidence shows the

following files and folders once resided on the Perez laptop hard drive prior to Organik Kimya

repeatedly copying the Program File folder and running CCleaner.

Last Record Access File Path

11/21/2012 2:21:40PM C:\Documents\0ldRH\
9/ 30/20131:33:43PM C:\Documen\s\OldRH\Powders
s/an/201a 1:as:4a PM C:\Documents\OIdRH\PowderS\P0wd el'S.ppt

1/a/201: 11:31:20AM c:\users\g_perez\ueskmp\c PEREZ.ps\
4/23/20115:43:42PM C:\Users\Lperez\Desklop\6uille Pomti|\Chemcofacturas\2011N
4/25/2011 7:17:34AM C:\Users\Lperez\Desktop\Gu Ille Port|til\OK\Excel\OKLAB\Rott
4/25/2011 7:17:34AM C:\Users\Lperez\Desktop\Gui||e PortatiI\OK\Exce|\OKlAB\Rntt\P500_R1.x|s

_4/10/2011 6:36:01PM C:\Users\Lperez\Desktop\Gui||e\Documents\0 K\Excel\OKlAB\S\yAc\OPAC\Orgwhite2000
l 4/ 10/2011 6:36:01 PM C:\Users\g_perez\Desktop\GuIIIe\Documents\OK\Excel\OKLAB\StyAc\OPAC\OrgWhHe 2000\OrgWhlte 2000_Pilot.xIs
i 9/30/2013 1:35:52PM C:\Users\Lperez\Documents\0utlook Fil¢5
i 9/30/2013 1:36:51PM C:\Users\g_perez\Documents\Outlook Flles\Iustnrexpo|tmailbox.pst
i 9/50/2013 12:22:54PM C:\Users\g_perez\Documents\Out|ook FlIes\|ostarexporunallbox1.pst
9/ 30/201312:23:00PM C:\Users\g_perez\Documents\Out|ook Files\lostarexportmai|box2.pst
l9/30/2013 12:23:05PM C:\Users\g_perez\Documents\Outlook Fi|es\lostarexportmai|box3.ps\
19/ 30/201312:23:13PM C:\Users\Lpere1\Docu ments\Outlook Files\|ostarexportmaiIbox4.pst
I9/30/2013 11:20:52PM C:\Users\g_perez\Documents\Outlook Files\lost|rexponmailbox5.pst
I 3/27/2013 4:15:16 PM C:\Users\g_pere1\Docu ments\TDS_ORGALOPAC204 X.pdf
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Last Record Access File Path

Y5/5/20113136154 PM D:\Data\GuilIe\0K\Excel\0KLAB\$tyAc\OPAC\

l 5/25/2011 3:31:09 PM Dt\Data\GuiIle\OK\Exce|\OKLAB\StyAc\OPAC\OrgWhlte2000\
l 7/B/Z013 12217231PM D:\Data\Gui|Ie\0P2\
5/12/2011 12:09:41PM D:\Data\Gui||e\0K\Exce|\0KLAB\AcryIic\SAS_StandarAcrSeed.xls
5/25/2011 3:36:53 PM D2\DiIi\GUlllE\OK\EXCEl\OKLAB\R0tt\

5/12/2U112:37:56 PM D:\Dats\Guille\0K\Excel\0KLAB\Rott\Serhan
l 5/12/10112137137PM D:\Data\Gui|le\0K\Excel\OKl.AB\Rott\Serhan\
l 5/12/20112237255 PM D:\Data\GuiIle\OK\Exoel\0KlAB\Rott\Serhan\P-036V_R25_3Ist.xls

15/ 12/2011 12210201PM D:\Data\GuilIe\0K\Exoel\OKLAB\StyAc
l 5/25/2011 3:35:53 PM D:\Data\Guille\OK\Exoel\OKlAB\StyAc\

l 6/1],/2011 11:57:O7AMD:\Data\Guille\Chemcofncturas\
5/12/2011 31897 PM D:\Dam\Guille\DExceI\OldExcel\Acrylicreeipes.xls
pl5/10/2011 7:41:35 AM D:\Data\Guille\DEXcel\OldExee|\lAP
1’5/10/2011 7:41:29 AM D:\Data\Guil|e\DExce|\O|dExoe|\LAP\
15/10/20117:A1:35AM D:\Data\Gui||e\DExcel\O|dExce|\lAP\Tg1.x|s
j 5/11/2011 3:14:30PM D:\Data\Guille\DExoel\0ldExcel\Proyectos pinturas.x|s

_t5/12/2011 3:23:02 PM D:\Data\Gui|le\DExoel\OIdExce|\Tg1.xIs
5/10/20117:41:25 AM D:\Data\Guille\DExeel\POLYMER5\

....'__.L.__

(See id., Ex. 15-C.) As Director of Research for Organik Kimya, Mr. Perez should be expected

to have access to all of the chemical processes developed by or used by Organik Kimya for

polymers. This would be true whether Organik Kimya developed the process or formula

intemally or appropriated the process or formula from someone else. Further, it would be

reasonable for Mr. Perez to retain these processes on his company-issued laptop so he could

access them as needed to perform his job. Hence, it is reasonable for me or any factfinder to

presume, as buttressed reinforced by Organik Kimya’s thorough destruction of the data on his

laptop, their effort to hide the destruction (e.g., by the changing of the clock), and their effort to

lie about all that they had done later, that Organik Kimya had evaluated the data on his laptop

and knew it was relevant. In fact, any contrary conclusion strains credulity.

b. Strozzi laptop and external storage devices

Th rt'es’ P 'ti nse Pa 1 0Sl 0

Organik Kimya contests the relevancy of the 2,700 plus files deleted from the Strozzi

laptop. Organik Kimya argues Dow has been able to forensically recover the deleted “scale-up”

folder, and not one single document in that folder is relevant to this Investigation. (Opposition at

27.) Organik Kimya argues that according to the forensic inspection protocol, only documents
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that contain certain search terms selected by Dow were considered to be responsive to its

discovery requests. (Id) Organik Kimya argues that using those criteria, only ninety-three of

the 2,742 files in Mr. Strozzi’s “scale-up” folder contained key word hits. Of these, Organik

Kimya argues the vast majority are corporation-created technical data sheets (TDS) and material

safety data sheets (MSDS), which are readily and publicly available. (Id.) Organik Kimya

asserts that these files show up as potentially relevant only because they contain the key word

“Dow.” (Id. at 28.) Organik Kimya argues the MSDs and TDS doctunents have no relevance at

all to this investigation. (Id) Ok argues that having presumably reviewed all 2,742 files

contained in Mr. Strozzi’s “scale-up” folder, Dow has managed to find just three files that it

considers relevant. (Id at 28-29.) Ok argues that even these three files are not relevant to this

Investigation. (Id. at 29.)

Organik Kimya asserts that Dow contends that Mr. Strozzi deleted a Rohm and Haas

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) from his work-issued laptop. (Id.) Organik Kimya asserts

that in describing this SOP, Dow comments in a footnote that “[t]his document provides details

as to how Dow makes its opaque polymer products in a specific plant.” (Id.) Organik Kimya

argues that this footnote is “incredibly misleading” because it suggests that the SOP that was

deleted from Mr. Strozzi’s laptop was for a Dow opaque polymer product, which it was not.

(Id.) Organik Kimya argues that the SOP appears to relate to an adhesive product and not to

opaque polymers at all. (Id.) Organik Kimya argues that first page of the SOP clearly identifies

it as being for “Adesivo per etichette, di almeno 25 anni fa”, which Organik Kimya asserts in

Italian literally translates to “Adhesive labels, at least 25 years ago.” (Id)

Organik Kimya asserts that the second deleted document Dow flags as being relevant

relates to an Organik Kimya product called Orgal M-4250. (Id. at 30.) Organik Kimya argues
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the product is not an opaque polymer and not an accused product in this Investigation. (Id)

Organik Kimya asserts that Dow contends this document is relevant to show that Dr. Nene

discussed production batches with Organik Kimya , but argues that it has never denied that

Dr. Nene had conversations about general polymerization concepts for products not involved in

this Investigation. (Id) Thus, Organik Kimya argues this document is fully consistent with what

Organik Kimya has repeatedly told Dow. (Id)

Organik Kimya asserts that the third deleted document that Dow alleges is relevant is a

scale-up report for OPAC 103. (Id) Organik Kimya argues that it is not an accused product.

(Id) Organik Kimya argues the scale-up report reveals nothing of relevance. (Id) Specifically,

Organik Kimya argues that it relates to a product not within the scope of the investigation. (Id at

30-31.) Organik Kimya asserts that the document merely mentions that Mr. Strozzi and

Dr. Nene may have provided general manufacturing advice and that the technique is not one that

Dow has contended is a trade secret. (Id at 31.)

Dow argues that Organik Kimya’s claim that only three out of the 2,742 documents

deleted from the scale-up folder are even arguably relevant to this investigation because Dow

only cited those three examples in its opening brief blatantly misrepresent the record. (Reply at

27.) Dow argues Stroz Friedberg was not permitted to turn over, and its counsel was not allowed

to review, the vast majority of the 2,742 documents in the scale-up folder because they did not

hit on any of the search tenns called for by the inspection protocol. (Id) Dow argues that the

three cited were merely meant to be exemplars. (Id)

Dow argues that contrary to Organik Kimya’s argument the three cites examples are

relevant to this investigation. (Id. at 28.) With regard to the OPAC 103 document, Dow argues

that although it is true that OPAC 103 is not one of the accused products in this investigation that
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does not mean it is not relevant to the investigation. (Id) Dow argues that this document is a

good example of the kinds of documents deleted from the scale-up folder on the Strozzi laptop.

(1d.) Dow also argues that I have already decided that OPAC 103 is relevant to this investigation

and that Organik Kimya has admitted as much. (Id. at 28-29.)

Dow argues that contrary to Organik Kimya’s argument that the scale-up report for

OPAC 103 is irrelevant to the investigation because it “merely mentions that Mr. Strozzi and

Dr. Nene may have provided general manufacturing advice,” the document shows that

Mr. Strozzi and Dr. Nene offered specific advice about the [ ].

(Id. at 29.) Dow also argues that the document is contemporaneous with five other Organik

Kimya documents with metadata explaining that “[a]s a result of recent meetings with Dilip

Nene, infonnation obtained about ‘seed’ and ‘opac polymers’ are summarized in the following

way.” (1d.) [

l

(Id)

With regard to the scale-up report for ORGAL M4250, Dow argues that while ORGAL

M4250 is not an accused product and not an opaque polymer, the document is indicative of the

types of doctunents Mr. Strozzi kept on his laptop. (Id.) Dow argues that just because this

document relates to another product does not mean it is not relevant to this investigation. (Id.)

Dow argues that it contends Dr. Nene worked on two specific projects, OPAC 204X and

ORGAWHITE 2000, and that this document shows that Dr. Nene was consulting on a specific

product, ORGAL M-2450, contrary to Organik Kimya repeated assurances that Dr. Nene did not
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work on any specific products. (Id. at 30.)

With regard to the SOP, Dow argues that even though the SOP is not for opaque

polymers it is still relevant. Dow argues the point is not that the SOP refers to any particular

product, the point is that Mr. Strozzi was keeping SOPs on his laptop. (Id. at 31.)

Dow further argues that in addition to the three documents, the “scale-up” folder deleted

from the Strozzi laptop contained several other highly relevant materials. (Id. at 32.) Dow

argues that even a cursory review of the list of files from the deleted scale-up folder shows many

other files clearly relevant to this investigation. (Id.) Dow argues one example is another

recovered document named [

], one of the accused products in the investigation. (Id.)

Dow argues that although it was not provided access to most of the files because they did

not hit on particular search terms, many other files deleted from the scale-up folder also

specifically reference the accused products in this case (ORGAWHITE 2000 or OPAC 204X),

the seed used to make those products [ ] and important ingredients such as

[ ]. (Id. at 32.)

Organik Kimya argues in sur-reply that Dow’s argtunent that additional doctunents

identified as deleted from the “scale up” folder on Mr. Strozzi’s laptop are relevant to this

investigation fails because: (l) Dow’s own inspection protocol did not indicate the additional

documents are search-term relevant; (2) if the newly raised documents were truly relevant to this

Investigation, Dow should have discussed them in its opening motion; and (3) the newly raised

documents are not relevant to Dow’s claims but, instead, merely confirm Organik Kimya’s

commitment to safety and innovation. (Sur-Reply at 20-21.) With regard to the files that Dow
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was unable to examine from the scale-up folder, but asserts based on the file names are relevant,

Organik Kimya argues one of the documents identifies OPAC 101, which is not an accused

product. (Id. at 26.) Organik Kimya also argues that two of the documents appear to be of no

relevance whatsoever, as the filenames for both identify FDA and one bears the title

“Confirmation Food Contact [ ].” (Id) With regard to the remaining files,

Organik Kimya argues that “Dow likely already has the remaining files.” (Id.) Organik Kimya

argues that these documents relate to what appears to be the scale-up of Orgawhite 2000 and its

seed, Dispersant 1204. (Id) Organik Kimya asserts that it produced hundreds of trials relating

to its Workto develop Dispersant 1204 and several production recipes, including the original

Dispersant 1204 production recipe and thirteen revisions. (Id.) Organik Kimya argues that all of

these documents have been produced to Dow. (Id.)

Discussion

Having found heretofore that the spoliation of evidence on the Strozzi company-issued

laptop and the loss of the laptop were undertaken in bad faith, prejudice and relevancy are

presumed. See, e.g., Micron Tech., Inc., 645 F.3d at 1328. Thus, Organik Kimya bears a

“‘heavy burden’ to show a lack of prejudice to the opposing party because ‘[a] party who is

guilty of intentionally shredding documents should not easily be able to excuse the

misconduct by claiming that the vanished documents were of minimal import.”’ Id.

The spoliation of evidence on the Strozzi laptop consisted of the deletion of 2,742 user

created files from the scale-up folder. Since there is a presumption that deletion of those 2,742

files was prejudicial to Dow’s allegations in this investigation, it was up to Organik Kimya to

come forward with evidence to show that they were not prejudicial. Organik Kimya could

accomplish this by either showing the documents not relevant (i.e., that a reasonable trier of fact
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could not conclude that the lost evidence would have supported the claims or defenses of the

party that sought it) or not prejudicial (e.g., showing that the documents were duplicative of

documents already produced in discovery). I find Organik Kimya failed to rebut the

presumption.

Contrary to Organik Kirnya’s argument, I find the scale-up report for OPAC 103

relevant. Notably; the report includes the following passages:

I

] (this was advised y Dilip NENE and Leo STROZZI).

A trial production with the original but improved recipe shall be performed under
supervision of Dilip NENE, during the week of March 9.

(Memo, EX. 14 at STROZ-0030015, STROZ-0030016.) Organik Kimya has previously

all but admitted the relevancy of OPAC 103 stating in a letter to Dow:

We would, however, like to address the mischaracterization you made in
your letter to Jude Pender on January 23, 2014. hi that letter, you stated that
“Organik Kimya again took the position that the OPAC 101/103 products were
outside the scope of the investigation and stated that it had produced relevant
research and development documents.” We have never made such a statement.
The letter that you rely on to purportedly substantiate this assertion does not say
this. In fact, we specifically said that “Organik Kimya has produced the OPAC
101 and 103 production methods.”

(Reply, Ex. 51 at 1.) More specifically, though, Organik Kimya has argued that development of

OPAC 103 supports its defense of independent development to Dow’s allegations of trade secret

misappropriation. Thus, to the extent the scale up report for OPAC 103 would tend to either

prove or disprove that defense it is clearly relevant and should have been produced to Dow.

Moreover, Organik Kimya focusses on only a small subset of the documents deleted on

the Strozzi laptop, namely 93 documents that met certain search criteria set forth in the forensic

inspection protocol. In so doing Organik Kimya ignores the remaining 2649 files that were
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deleted. As Dow asserts in its reply, some of the file names of those 2649 files specifically

reference the accused products in this case (i.e., ORGAWHITE 2000 or OPAC 204X), the seed

used to make those products (i.e., [ ]) and important ingredients (i.e., [

]). (See Reply at 32.) The list of those files is shown in the table below.

[ ] [ 1

[ l [ l

[ l [ l

[ l [ ]

l ] [ ]

[ l [ l

[ ] [ l

[ ] [ l

[ l [ 1

[ ] [ ]

(Memo, Ex. 15-K at 1, 39, 51, 56, 61.) While Organik Kimya attempts in its sur-reply to address

the relevancy of some of these documents, see Sur-Reply at 26, Organik Kimya fails to show that

the documents referencing [ ] and Orgawhite 2000 are not relevant or prejudicial.

The best argument Organik Kimya makes in this regard is that “Dow likely already has the

remaining files.” (Sur-Reply at 26.) That statement, without proof, is insufficient to overcome
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